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Abstract

This paper proposes iMail, a WAP mail retrieving system designed for wireless

handheld devices to access Internet email service. In mobile data networks, the com-

munication bandwidth is limited and the wireless handsets are constrained by small

display, powerless CPU, limited memory, and unhandy input/output interface. To

support mail retrieving in a mobile environment, we implement several features for

iMail: mail filtering, two-phase fetch and pre-defined list reordering. Based on the user�s
filter options, mail filtering eliminates non-necessary mails sent to a wireless handheld

device. Two-phase fetch is used to reduce transmission overhead of message delivery.

We use pre-defined list reordering to speed up text typing in the wireless handheld

devices. We also propose three mail notification mechanisms for iMail. When a new

mail arrives, the mail notification mechanism informs iMail users immediately. Through

the descriptions of the iMail features, this paper provides design and implementation

guidelines for WAP applications.

� 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mobile phone services have been widely used all over the world in the re-

cently years. For example, by June 2000, more than half of the populations in
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Taiwan have subscribed to mobile phone service. With growing usage of In-

ternet for all kinds of information, voice communication is insufficient for

mobile phone users and wireless Internet services become a major trend in

business. However, in the wireless environment, the terminal devices and the
networks are different from that of the desktop or laptop Internet access en-

vironments. The wireless devices are restricted by limited CPU power, memory

size, battery lifetime, small screen display, and unhandy input interface. Fur-

thermore, the wireless network suffers form low bandwidth, long latency, and

unstable connectivity.

To address the above limitations, the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)

[1,2] was proposed for the presentation and delivery of wireless information

and telephony services. WAP facilitates the implementation of contents and
applications on various types of wireless terminals. The WAP architecture is

shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, a mobile customer uses a WAP handset to access

Internet services through the WAP gateway. The term ‘‘WAP handsets’’ rep-

resents cellular phones, PDAs, or other wireless devices that have WAP ca-

pability. In WAP, a Remote Access Server (RAS) provides PPP connection

between the wireless network and the IP network [4]. Note that if the WAP is

supported by wireless bearers such as General Packet Radio Services (GPRS)

[3], then RAS may have already been supported by the wireless network nodes
such as Gateway GPRS Support Node, and the external RAS is not required.

WAP contexts are written in Wireless Markup Language (WML) [5]. When a

WAP handset requests information from an origin server, the request would be

sent through a WAP gateway and then sent to the origin server. The origin

server returns the requested contexts to the WAP gateway. The WAP gateway

is responsible for encoding the WML contents into binary codes. This opera-

tion significantly reduces the amount of data delivered in the low bandwidth

radio link. Finally, the WAP gateway transmits the encoded contexts to the

Fig. 1. WAP architecture.
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WAP handset through wireless network, and the corresponding user accesses

the information by a micro-browser on the WAP handset.

The WAP protocol stack is shown in Fig. 2. The Wireless Application

Environment (WAE) [9] is an application environment based on World Wide

Web (WWW) and mobile telephony technologies. The primary objective of

WAE is to establish an interoperable environment that allows service providers

to build applications and services on top of different wireless platforms. WAE

includes a micro-browser environment with functionalities such as Wireless
Markup Language (WML) [5], WMLScript [6], and Wireless Telephony Ap-

plication (WTA [7], WTAI [8]). The Wireless Session Protocol (WSP) [10]

provides connection and connectionless session services for the application

layer. The Wireless Transaction Protocol (WTP) [11] is a lightweight transac-

tion protocol which provides unreliable one-way requests, reliable one-way

requests, and reliable two-way request-reply transaction services. The Wireless

Transport Layer Security (WTLS) [12] is a security protocol based on Trans-

port Layer Security (TLS) protocol, formerly known as Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL). The Wireless Datagram Protocol (WDP) [4] is the transport layer

protocol of WAP. For bearer services supporting IP, the transport layer of

WAP is UDP.

Base on the WAP architecture described above, we propose a mail retrieving

system named iMail, which is designed to facilitate sending and receiving mails

from WAP handsets. The iMail system provides filtering functionality for users

to filter out undesirable messages to be received on the WAP handset. In the

current iMail implementation, the wireless network is Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) [13,14].

In this paper, we first introduce the iMail architecture over the GSM net-

work. Then we describe the iMail system components and functionality. We

propose several features in iMail: mail filtering, pre-defined list reordering, and

Fig. 2. The WAP protocol stack.
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two-phase fetch. These features are designed to support convenient mail access

for WAP handsets. Finally, we discuss some mail notification mechanisms that

can be deployed in the WAP environment. In Appendix A, we show iMail

deployment and address some difficulties we encountered in implementing
iMail.

2. iMail architecture

Based on the WAP architecture in Fig. 1, the iMail system is illustrated in

Fig. 3. The iMail server (Fig. 3(A)) is an origin server. All end clients com-

municate with the iMail server through an interface implemented by Common

Gateway Interface (CGI), which consists of two parts: iMail service part (Fig.

3(B)) and iMail profile configuration part (Fig. 3(C)).

The WAP handset (Fig. 3(D)) interacts with the iMail service part to per-

form operations such as retrieving, replying, and forwarding emails. These mail

operations result in communication between the iMail server and the user�s
mailbox (Fig. 3(E)).

iMail profile configuration part allows users and administrators to manip-

ulate the user profiles. By using WAP handset, a user may configure his/her

profile through the WML interface (see the link between Fig. 3(G) and Fig.

3(C)). Same operations can be performed through the HTML interface for

wireline Internet access (Fig. 3(F)). Through the HTML interface, an admin-

istrator can log in the administration page to perform create, update, delete, or

search operations on the iMail user profiles.
Several simulation environments [16–19] are available to develop and test

WAP services. In our development environment, the wireless network and the

Fig. 3. iMail architecture.
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WAP handset Fig. 3(G) is replaced by a WAP simulator as shown in Fig. 4(D).

The simulator simulates all data communication details and internal network
behavior between WAP gateway and WAP handset (Fig. 3(G)). The WAP

simulator can be connected either directly to an origin server or indirectly to

that server through a WAP gateway. In this environment, the iMail system was

developed and tested, and then actually runs on the GSM network provided by

Far EasTone Telecommunications, for real case simulation. In addition, iMail

system has been referenced when Far EasTone provisioned commercial WAP

mail service.

3. iMail components

The components of the iMail server are shown in Fig. 5, which include user

profile database, service part, and profile configuration part.

3.1. User profile database

User profile (Fig. 5(A)) is a database that contains the iMail user accounts.

For each person, the corresponding profile contains four fields as shown in

Table 1.

The user information field stores the user identity and authentication in-

formation such as mobile telephone number and iMail password. The mail
server field stores the configuration information of the user�s mail server

Fig. 4. iMail system simulation environment.
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including the server address, port number, login name, and password. The filter

options are used to select delivered mails based on the mail header. To reduce

the amount of information delivered to the WAP handsets, the iMail system

selects mails that match one or more of the Sender, Receiver, or Subject op-

tions specified by the user. Details of the filter options will be described in

Section 4.1. The pre-defined lists include a pre-defined message list and a pre-

defined address list. These two lists store messages and e-mail addresses pre-

typed by the user. To reply or forward a mail, the user may pick up pre-defined
e-mail addresses and attach a pre-typed message with the mail rather than

typing the texts through the WAP handset. Details of the pre-defined lists will

be described in Section 4.2.

3.2. Service part

The service part (Fig. 5(B)) provides a WML interface for a user to retrieve

email from a specific mail server that supports IMAP4rev1 [15]. Both WML

contents and IMAP operations will be described in Appendix A. To access the

service part, the user first inputs a name and a password for authentication. If

authentication is successful, the iMail main menu is prompted (Fig. 6(A)).

Then the user performs iMail operations. An example is described below.

The user may select ‘‘* Read Mail’’ to access his/her mailbox through the

service part. Based on the user�s mail server configuration, the service part
fetches the mail headers from the user mailbox by using the IMAP protocol.

Fig. 5. iMail server components.

Table 1

The fields in the user profile database

User information Mail server Filter options Pre-defined lists
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The service part then replies the subjects of mails that match user�s filter op-

tions. These subjects are shown on the WAP handset (e.g., see Fig. 6(B)). When

the user selects a specific mail to read, the service part fetches the mail body of

the selected mail subject (Fig. 6(C)). The mail title and the mail body are de-

livered to the WAP handset through a procedure called ‘‘two-phase fetch’’,
which will be elaborated in Section 4.4.

After reading a mail, the user may decide to reply or forward the mail, or

just go back to the main menu and read the next mail. To forward a mail (Fig.

6(D)), the following steps are executed.

1. The user selects the receiver address from the pre-defined address list (Fig.

6(E)).

2. The user may select a specific message from the pre-defined message list and

attach it to the forwarded mail (Fig. 6(F)).
3. Finally, the user selects the option ‘‘* Send Mail’’ to forward the mail.

Replying a mail is similar to forwarding a mail, except that the user needs not

to select the receiver address.

3.3. Profile configuration part

A user can login from a WAP browser (through WML interface by using a

WAP handset; see Fig. 7) or web browser (through HTML interface by using a

personal computer; see Fig. 8) to configure his/her profile. WML interface

provides a subset of configuration operations (such as filter setups) to ma-

nipulate the user�s profile. Infrequently used operations (such as user and mail

Fig. 6. Read/forward mail operations. (A) Main menu, (B) Emails in mailbox, (C) mail content,

(D) mail forward option, (E) address selection, (F) message selection.
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server information update) are not provided in the WML interface, and are

only provided in the HTML interface. An administrator can only login from a

web browser to add, delete, or update certain user profiles (see Fig. 9).

To access the configuration part from a WAP handset, the user selects ‘‘*

Change Profile’’ from the iMail main menu (Fig. 6(A)). The profile con-

figuration part will prompt the filter options defined by the user, and return a

menu as shown in Fig. 7(A). We use Sender option as an example to illustrate

Fig. 7. Profile configuration in WML interface. (A) Filter option menu, (B) sender list, (C) add new

sender name, (D) date option, (E) change date option, (F) update profile option.

Fig. 8. HTML interface of user profile configuration for users.
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how a user profile is modified. After the Sender option is selected, the sender

list is prompted as shown in Fig. 7(B). The user may delete a sender by un-

marking it, or use ‘‘Add’’ to add new senders in the sender list (Fig. 7(C)).

Similarly, Figs. 7(D) and (E) illustrate the Date operation. After the user

completes modifications, he/she chooses ‘‘Submit’’ from the Options screen
(Fig. 7(F)) and the profile configuration part will update the user�s configu-

ration. Then the WAP browser returns to the iMail main menu.

4. iMail features

Most email access applications are designed for desktop or laptop devices,

which have large screens, keyboards, and flexible mouse inputs. On the other
hand, accessing emails through a WAP handset is usually restricted by the

handset�s user interface capability. To provide efficient and user-friendly email

access in WAP, we propose several techniques to reduce the wireless envi-

ronment limitations, including mail filtering, pre-defined list reordering, and

two-phase fetch.

4.1. Mail filtering

The goal of mail filtering is to reduce the number of mails sent to a WAP

handset. A user may tailor the filtering options so that only specified mails are

delivered to the WAP handset. Five iMail filter options are defined.

Sender option specifies the mails to be sent to a WAP handset based on the

addresses of senders. If no mail sender is specified in this option, the WAP user
accepts mails from all senders.

Fig. 9. HTML interface of user profile configuration for administrators.
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Receiver option enables iMail to select mails that match the receiver�s email

address. For example, consider a user with mail address jenny@csie.nctu.tw.

Suppose that the user is also included in mailing group news@imail.com.tw. If

the user specifies news@imail.com.tw in the receiver option, then the WAP
handset only receives mails sent to news@imail.com.cw, and no mails sent to

jenny@csie.nctu.tw will be forwarded to the WAP handset.

Subject option accepts mails that contain one or more key words in the

subject. For example, if the user would like to receive mails with subjects

containing words ‘‘HELP’’ or ‘‘PLEASE’’, the Subject option is specified as

‘‘HELP, PLEASE’’. The iMail system only forwards mails whose subjects

match one of these words to the WAP handset.

Size option specifies the maximum size of the mails sent to me WAP handset.
Mails with larger sizes are truncated before they are delivered through the

wireless network. The default maximum mail size is 500 bytes.

Date option specifies the latest date of mails to be retrieved. There are four

alternatives: new, today, three days, and one week. The default value is ‘‘new’’,

which means that all unread mails will be sent to the WAP handset. The iMail

date option screen is shown in Fig. 7(E).

4.2. Pre-defined lists

iMail provides a web interface for users to pre-type frequently used messages

(Fig. 10(B)) and e-mail addresses.
Pre-defined message list is a collection of messages pre-typed by the user.

Every pre-defined message content is identified by a ‘‘name’’. When a WAP

user receives an important message, this user may wish the sender to call his/her

handset. In this case the WAP user selects, for example, the message named

‘‘Call_Me’’ in Fig. 10(A), which results in attachment of the content ‘‘Please

call me at 0936105401’’ to the mail to be replied to the sender.

Fig. 10. Pre-defined message list. (A) WML interface. (B) HTML interface.
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Pre-defined address list contains pre-typed destination e-mail addresses.

From this list, a user can select email addresses when forwarding or sending a

mail.

4.3. Pre-defined list reordering

To provide convenient menu selection, iMail service part reorders the items

in the pre-defined message list and the pre-defined address list based on the

access frequencies of the items. In our approach, the latest-accessed or fre-

quently used email address becomes the first item of the menu. The message list

is reordered when the user forwards or replies a mail, while the address list is
reordered only when the user forwards a mail. The pre-defined list reordering

algorithm is a combination of the least recently use (LRU) algorithm and

second-chance algorithm [23]. The LRU algorithm keeps the most recently

used entries in the front of the message list. On the other hand, the second

chance algorithm gives frequently accessed entries a second chance to be kept

in the list. Our reordering algorithm combines LRU and second chance al-

gorithm so that the most recently and frequently used item can be kept in the

front of the list. This algorithm is used to reorder both the pre-defined address
list and the pre-defined message list. We use pre-defined message list to describe

the reordering algorithm as follows.

The access patterns of the pre-defined messages are recorded in a history

table. Each entry of the history table contains two fields: message_name and

reference_count. The message_name is the name of the message content

that the user selected to attach with the mail. The reference_count is a flag

that indicates if the entry has been accessed more than once. For the fist access,

the reference_count is set to zero. If the entry is accessed again, the
reference_count will be set to one. The following steps are executed to

reorder the history table when a message name is selected.

1. If the message_name already exists in the history table, set the refer-

ence_count to one. Move the entry to the top of the table, and exit the

procedure.

2. If the message_name does not exist and the history table is not full, then

create an entry for the message with a zero reference_count. The pro-

cedure exits after the new entry is inserted as the first entry in the history
table.

3. If the history table is full, then select the oldest entry with a zero refer-

ence_count. If no such entry exists or if the entry is in the first half of

the table, the last entry is selected. Then delete the selected entry. The stor-

age of the deleted entry is reclaimed to accommodate the new entry that is

inserted at the top of the table. Set the reference_count of the oldest

entry to zero and exit the procedure.
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4.4. Two-phase fetch

In the early stage of iMail development, mail subjects and contents are

grouped into one document. If there are too many mails in the user mailbox,
users will experience long transmission delay and unhandy navigation. This

issue can be resolved by two-phase fetch. As its name suggests, this approach

fetches data in two phases. In the first phase, only the subjects of the mails in

the user mailbox are sent to the WAP handset. If the user decides to access the

mail body, then the requested content is actually delivered to the WAP

handsets in the second phase. Our experience indicates that two-phase fetch

effectively eliminates transmission of non-necessary mail bodies.

5. iMail notification mechanisms

When a new mail arrives, a notification mechanism is required in iMail so

that the user can be immediately notified of the mail arrival through the WAP

handset. The iMail users can receive notification message either by GSM short
message service (SMS) or by WAP push facility. We consider three approaches

to build iMail notification mechanism: polling, forwarding, and relay.

In the polling model (Fig. 11), a daemon residing in iMail periodically polls

the mail server to check whether the user has new mails in the mailbox. If the

new mails meet the constraints of user-specified filters, iMail may inform user

by sending a notification message through the GSM network.

In the forwarding model (Fig. 12), when the iMail daemon receives a for-

warded mail from the mail server of an iMail user, it triggers the mail notifi-

Fig. 11. iMail notification mechanism: polling model.
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cation process. Each iMail user needs to set up mail forwarding link from his/

her mail system to the iMail system. When a mail arrives at the user�s mail
system, this mail is immediately forwarded to the iMail daemon. If the mail

satisfies the user-specific filter constraints, then the daemon sends a notification

to the WAP handset. When the notification procedure is completed, the for-

warded mail is either dropped or cached in iMail for further processing.

In the relay model (Fig. 13), a relay mechanism is built in the iMail server

(Fig. 13(A)), which has a unique domain name just like ieee.org for IEEE. The

actual mailboxes of the users are located at their mail servers (Fig. 13(B)).

Assume that the iMail domain name is imail.com. When a customer Jenny
subscribes to the iMail service, she also obtains an account jenny@imail.com,

and a forwarded destination, say, jenny@realmail.com is specified. Any mail

sent to jenny@imail.com is delivered to the iMail server (Fig. 13(A)). The iMail

server forwards the original mail to the user�s mail server (Fig. 13(B)), and the

iMail filter extracts some user-specific information from the content of the

received mail (Fig. 13(B)). Based on the extracted information, the iMail de-

mon determines if it should send a notification message to Jenny�s handset.

Upon receipt the notification message Jenny then decides whether she wants to
take further actions. This extracted information in iMail is either cached in a

database (Fig. 13(C)) or simply dropped after the notification is performed.

It is obvious that the polling model is easy to implement. However, the

polling daemon needs to poll each user�s mail server periodically, and this

action might not be efficient. When the user population is large, the polling

model will experience heavy communication load, which results in poor per-

formance. Furthermore, the notification cannot be done in real time.

Fig. 12. iMail notification mechanism: forwarding model.
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In the forwarding model, communications between the user�s mail server

and iMail server occur when new messages actually arrive and notification can

be done in real time. Similar to the forwarding model, the relay model supports

real time notification. It also provides users with forwarding email account just

as ieee.org does to IEEE members. This ‘‘permanent’’ email account helps

service providers to attract their customers. In terms of business opportuni-
ties, iMail service provider can collaborate with free-email service providers,

such as Yahoo and Hotmail, to expand its market opportunities. Further-

more, the forwarding model builds user-specified filters into mail system. In

other words, the filter and mail access protocol, such as IMAP4rev1 and POP3,

can be merged to support mail-retrieving devices with limited capabilities (such

as wireless handheld device). Fig. 14 compares the three notification mecha-

nisms.

Fig. 14. Comparison of notification mechanisms.

Fig. 13. iMail notification mechanism: relay model.
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6. Conclusion

This paper proposed iMail, a WAP mail retrieving system. In iMail, we

introduced several features such as two-phase fetch, mail filtering, and pre-
defined list reordering. Our experience indicated that these features indeed

improved the efficiency of iMail system. Moreover, when a new mail arrives, a

mail notification mechanism is needed to inform the iMail user immediately.

We proposed three approaches to build Mail notification mechanism. This

paper also pointed out some design and implementation guidelines for WAP

applications.

A potential research extension of our work is to integrate mail and voice

translating functionality into the iMail system. Users may utilize voice as the
user input/output interface of the iMail system through the WAP handsets

[20,21,25].

Appendix A. iMail implementation

This section discusses implementation issues for iMail user interface,

handset capabilities and WML character sets.

A.1. WAP user interface for imail

WAP user interface is implemented as WML [5] documents. WML is a

hypertext markup language designed to specify content and user interface for

narrowband devices, such as cellular phones and pagers. It inherits the XML

[24] document character set and syntax. A WML document is a collection of

cards, which contains structured content and navigation specifications. Cards

are grouped into decks. A deck is the basic WML unit to be delivered to a

WAP handset.
We use the read mail operation as an example to demonstrate the WAP user

interface layout on a Nokia 7110 WAP phone in the iMail system, as shown in

Fig. 15.

After selecting a mail to (Fig. 6(B)), the screen would appear as shown in

Fig. 15(A). The links shows how to manipulate through the pages to obtain

certain information of the mail.

A.2. Handset capabilities

Due to the length limitation of WSP service data unit, the page size of an

encoded WML document is restricted to 1400 bytes [10]. In the case of Nokia

7110, the maximum encoded WML page size is 1397 bytes [26]. Over-sized
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pages may result in errors and cannot be displayed. Other WAP handsets, such
as Ericsson R320/R380, can receive encoded WML pages more than 3000 bytes

[28]. Most WAP handsets can view around 4–5 lines of ASCII characters or

2–3 lines of Chinese BIG-5 characters at a time. In the current iMail imple-

mentation, the text of a message is bounded to 20 lines (or 4–5 displays). Over-

sized messages are truncated.

Various WAP handsets may have different micro-browser capabilities. The

WML tags supported by each micro-browser may differ and the same WML

page may not appear or behave in the same way. For example, Ericsson
handsets support various fonts such as <b>, <big>, and <em> while Nokia

7110 does not. Table 2 [29] compares the micro-browser for various wireless

data-enabled devices. Table 3 [29] shows the WML tags supported for various

WAP handsets.

Consider another example in Fig. 16, where a WML card with tilde ‘‘Sample

Mail’’ contains three <do> elements of type options. When a user presses

the Options key, Nokia WAP 1.1 browser displays all the <do> elements.

On the other hand, in Ericsson R320�s micro-browser, only the first <do>
element appears on the screen and the remaining <do> elements are ignored.

To resolve this issue in iMail, multiple <do> elements in lines 2–10 of Fig.

16 are implemented in another card ‘‘Mail Info’’ (see lines 7–13 in Fig. 17).

The original ‘‘Sample mail’’ card is modified (see line 2–4 in Fig. 17), which

Fig. 15. A deck containing 4 cards on a WML browser.
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only contains a hyperlink to the ‘‘Mail Info’’ card. When the user presses the

Options key, micro-browser will link to the ‘‘Mail Info’’ card.

Table 2

Browsers and makeup language of wireless data-enabled devices

Manufacturer Model number Network type Browser and

version

Markup languages

Alcatel OneTouch GSM UP.Browser 3.1,

UP.Browser 3.0

HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1 (v3.1

only)

Ericsson R230 GSM 900, GSM

1800, extended

GSM

N/A WML 1.1, WML-

Script 1.1

Ericsson R280 CDPD, TDMA UP.Browser 3.1 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1

Ericsson R320 GSM 900, GSM

1800, extended

GSM

N/A WML 1.1, WML-

Script 1.1

Motorola StarTac ST786 CDMA UP.Browser 3.1 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1

Motorola V2267 Talk-

about

CDMA UP.Browser 3.1 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1

Motorola Timeport P8167 CDMA UP.Browser 3.1 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1

Nokia 6185 CDMA UP.Browser 3.1 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1

Nokia 6250 EGSM 900,

GSM 1800 and

GSM 900/1800

dual-band net-

works

Nokia WAP 1.1 N/A

Nokia 6210 GSM 900, GSM

1800, EGSM

Nokia WAP 1.1 N/A

Nokia 7110 GSM 900, GSM

1800

Nokia WAP 1.1 WML 1.1

Qualcomm QCP-2700 CDMA UP.Browser 3.0 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0

Qualcomm PdQ CDMA PdqBrowser HTML

Qualcomm QCP-1960 CDMA UP.Browser 3.0 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0

Samsung SGH-800 GSM UP.Brower 3.1 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1

Samsung SCH-3500 CDMA UP.Browser 3.1 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1

Siemens S35 GSM Up.Browser 4.1 HDML 2.0, HDML

3.0, WML 1.1,

WMLScript 1.1,

Phone.com WML

1.1 Extensions
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Based on the above discussion, one potential research direction is to build a

WAP development environment that automatically tailors WML documents to

fit various WAP handset models. Then the WAP application server (e.g. iMail)

can utilize the HTTP/1.1 environment variable HTTP_USER_AGENT to identify

the type of a micro-browser, so that appropriate WML pages can be delivered

to specific WAP handsets.

Table 3

WML tags supported in various WAP handsets

WML tags Ericsson

MC218

Ericsson

R320

Ericsson

R380

Nokia

7110

<a> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<anchor> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<b> Yes Yes Yes No

<big> Yes Yes Yes No

<br> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<do> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<em> Yes Yes Yes No

<fieldset> Yes Yes Yes No

<head> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<i> Yes Yes Yes No

<input key ¼00 00> N/A N/A N/A Yes

<input title ¼00 00> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<input> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<option title ¼00 00> No No No Yes

<option> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<p align ¼00 00> Yes Yes Yes No

<p> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<select key ¼00 00> N/A N/A N/A Yes

<select multiple ¼00 00> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<select title ¼00 00> No No No Yes

<select> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<small> Yes Yes Yes No

<strong> Yes Yes Yes No

<table> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<td align ¼00 00> Yes Yes Yes No

<td columns ¼00 00> Yes Yes Yes No

<td> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<title> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<tr> Yes Yes Yes Yes

<u> Yes Yes Yes No

.gif images Yes Yes Yes No

.wbmp images Yes Yes Yes Yes

image as link Yes Yes Yes No

screen size (x) N/A N/A N/A N/A

screen size (y) N/A N/A N/A N/A
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A.3. WML character set

Two issues of WML character set are identified in the iMail implementation:

international language support and special character recognition.

WAP utilizes Unicode to provide multi-language ability. Some character

sets can be directly accepted if they are subsets of the Unicode. In iMail, a

multi-language WML document may consist of BIG-5 (Traditional Chinese)

and ASCII characters, for example. The encoding process is required before

the BIG-5 characters can be included in the WML document. Specifically, the
BIG-5 characters in the iMail message are of the format ‘‘&#xUNICODE;’’.

The prefix token ‘‘&#x’’ tells the micro-browser that the following string is a

Unicode in hexadecimal format. The postfix token‘‘;’’ specifies the end of

UNICODE. In run time, iMail utilizes a Perl module CPAN:Unicode-Map

[27] to convert BIG-5 characters into the Unicode format, and combines ASCII

characters with encoded BIG-5 Unicode into a multi-language page.

Fig. 17. A card contains one <do> element with type options.

Fig. 16. A card contains multiple <do> elements with type options.
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During the process of translating different character sets into Unicode,

special characters such as some characters in MIME (Multipurpose Internet

Mail Extension) [22] mails, might cause errors. To resolve this problem, iMail

needs to check the characters carefully to avoid run-time errors. Some special
characters, such as @, $, and &, may be conflict with Perl�s semantics. Other

characters, such as <;>, and /, if appears as normal text characters, may be

considered as special symbols of WML by the micro-browsers, which cause

parsing errors.
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